The Europe-Russia Relationship: From the Ukraine Crisis and the Rise of the Far Right to the War in Syria

With
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Marlene Laruelle (IERES, GW)

Discussant: Jeff Mankoff (Center for Strategic and International Studies)

Two years ago, Ukraine’s Euromaidan revolution set off a new era in the Europe-Russia relationship. Europe responded to the annexation of Crimea with economic sanctions, prompting Russia to ban some European imports. Last fall, the conflict in Eastern Ukraine was overshadowed by Europe’s refugee crisis, Moscow’s strikes in Syria, and the Paris attacks. Taking advantage of rising anti-immigration sentiment and Islamophobia, Europe’s far-right parties, whose leaders express their admiration for President Putin, have fared well at the polls. European leaders must now work with Russia on conflict resolution in the Middle East while managing growing political polarization at home and helping Ukraine stabilize.
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